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ABSTRACT
Fault-Tolerant Control Strategies for a Class of Euler-Lagrange Nonlinear
Systems Subject to Simultaneous Sensor and Actuator Faults
Maryam Abdollahi
The problem of Fault Detection, Isolation, and Estimation (FDIE) as well as Fault
Tolerant Control (FTC) for a class of nonlinear systems modeled with Euler-Lagrange
(EL) equations subjected to simultaneous sensor and actuator faults are considered in
this study. To tackle this problem, rst state and output linear transformations are
introduced to decouple the eects of sensor and actuator faults. These transforma-
tions do not depend on the system nonlinearities. An analytical procedure based on
two Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) feasibility conditions is proposed to obtain these
transformations.
Once, the eects of faults are decoupled, two Sliding Mode Observers (SMO) are
designed to reconstruct each type of fault, separately. Subsequently, the results of fault
estimations are fed back to the controller and the eects of faults are compensated for.
In this study, the mathematical stability proof of the coupled controller, observers, and
the nonlinear system is provided. Unlike previous methodologies in the literature, no
limiting assumptions such as Lipschitz conditions are imposed on the system.
Next, a novel fault tolerant control scheme is proposed in which a single SMO is
used to reconstruct sensor faults and provide a compensation term to rectify the eects
of faults. However, to deal with actuator faults, a Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) is
iii
employed. Using this robust FTC technique, zero tracking error in the presence of
uncertainties, measurement noise, disturbances, and faults as well as estimation of the
actuator faults are possible. The stability proof for the coupled nonlinear controller,
observer and plant is provided by using the properties of Euler-Lagrange equations and
sliding mode techniques. Finally, to evaluate the performance of the proposed FDIE and
FTC approaches, extensive sets of simulations are performed on a 3 Degrees Of Freedom
(DOF) Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). Simulation studies show the promising
results obtained as a result of the presented approaches as compared to those obtained
by using the existing methodologies.
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Fault detection, isolation and estimation have received a great deal of attention over the
past two decades, due to the increasing demand on reliability, safety of technical plants
and their components as well as reducing the maintenance cost and risk of catastrophic
failures. Considering the model of the system, that of the aected fault and the available
measurements, dierent approaches for fault estimation and accommodation have been
proposed. In this area of research, there are many challenges such as decoupling the
eect of concurrent faults, fault estimation in the presence of disturbances and model-
ing uncertainties, fault estimation accuracy and its eect on the fault accommodation
process, etc.
1
1.1 Fault Estimation and Accommodation
A fault can be dened generally as any unexpected deviation of the system from the
normal condition which can take place in the actuator, sensor or other components
of the system [1]. Faults can deteriorate the system performance and may even lead to
failure. Therefore, fault estimation and Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) strategies become
more critical in control design of a system in order to prevent instability or enhance the
performance of the system. FTC strategies not only prevent catastrophic failure cases
but reduces the maintenance cost and improve the safety and stability. Towards this
end, faults need to be detected, isolated and estimated, the result of which can be used in
the fault accommodation control methodology. Figure 1.1 illustrates the block diagram
of a FTC scheme. As shown in this gure, faults can occur in the actuator, sensor or
even in the components of the system. Hence, a methodology is required such that the
aected faults can be estimated online. Once the fault is estimated, rst this estimation
can serve as a residual. Therefore by dening a proper threshold and decision making
algorithm, fault detection and isolation is also possible. Then, the estimated value of
fault can be used in order to redene or modify the control strategy.
Fault estimation approaches can be categorized into two main classes: Data-driven
and model-based approaches. Data-driven methodologies require signicant quantities
of data in healthy and faulty conditions of the system, while the model-based approaches










Figure 1.1: A general fault accommodation scheme
Moreover, the system can be aected by faults in dierent parts. From this point




The main simplifying assumption considered in the literature to treat the faults is that
only one type of fault aects the system. However, in more realistic scenario, dierent
types of fault can occur in the system, simultaneously.
Further, in many fault estimation approaches, linear model of the system has been
considered. In this case, though less complexity encountered, validity of the model is
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decreased as we further deviate from the operating point. Moreover, considering the fact
that any type of fault causes deviation from the operating point, we can conclude that
linear approaches are not accurate and eective enough to deal with relatively large and
signicant faults.
As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the next step would be designing a FTC strategy using
the estimated fault. Hence, the FTC schemes, proposed to minimize the performance
degradation and avoid any dangerous situations, can be categorized into active and
passive approaches. In passive FTC approaches, the controller is designed such that the
robustness against the faults and unexpected deviations is guaranteed. However, in the
active schemes, the controller will be recongured in the presence of faults such that the
eect of fault is rectied.
The main challenge in developing both types of FTC scheme for nonlinear systems
is modeling uncertainties. The control strategy should be designed such that the stability
of the system is preserved in the presence of uncertainties, disturbances and measurement
noises, as well as on the event of faults occurrence.
1.2 Motivation
Given the necessity of fault detection and estimation and consequently FTC strategy,
dierent methodologies have been investigated in the literature, many of which have
focused on one type of faults only. However, in many cases dierent types of faults can
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take place simultaneously. In this work, the problem of concurrent sensor and actuator
faults for a dynamical system modeled by Euler-Lagrange equations is investigated.
It should be noted that, a large class of physical system can be modeled by
Euler-Lagrange (EL) equations. For instance, robot manipulators, industrial plants,
autonomous vehicles can be modeled by EL equations. In this research, an Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is considered as the case study and simulation results are
provided for a 3 DOF AUV.
Moreover, considering modeling uncertainties, environmental disturbances and
measurement noises, in this work a robust control approach is developed such that the
faults can be detected, isolated and estimated, whilst the stability of the closed-loop sys-
tem is also guaranteed. Furthermore, among the robust control approaches proposed in
the literature, sliding mode methodology is used in this study. The reason for this choice
is the interesting nite-time convergence properties of the sliding mode techniques.
1.3 Literature Review
As mentioned before, the rst step for any FTC scheme is fault detection, isolation and
estimation (FDIE). Thereupon, once the estimation of fault is obtained, it can be used
in the underlying FTC. In the following section, a brief literature review on dierent
developed FDIE approaches is provided.
5
1.3.1 Fault Detection, Isolation and Estimation
When a fault occurs in a system, it is necessary to rst diagnose that the system is
not working in its normal condition (Fault Detection). Thereupon, the next step is
to determine the location of the fault (Fault Isolation). However, fault detection and
isolation (FDI) cannot provide comprehensive information about the fault, such as the
magnitude and nature of the fault. This information can be obtained by fault estimation
process. Fault estimation is actually an extension for FDI, since an accurate estimation
of the fault can be served as a residual which shows the occurrence and location of it.
General FDIE approaches use hardware and/or analytical redundancy. Hardware-
redundancy or physical-redundancy is mostly applied in the aerospace and other critical
systems. In this approach, multiple sensors, actuators or system components are aug-
mented such that in the event of fault or failure, the normal operation is preserved.
However, inclusion of extra sensor/actuator increases the cost and overall size. On the
other hand, analytical-redundancy uses some kind of information in terms of nominal
system behavior, either as a set of I/O data or physical model. The existing analytical-




Data-driven or knowledge-based methods employ extensive measurement data in both
healthy and faulty operations. For instance, in [2] and [3], a FDI methodologies based
on human expert knowledge have been developed. Fuzzy-logic can also be employed to
this end as explained in [4] and [5]. In some researches, neural networks used I/O data
to t a mathematical model or to detect and estimate the fault magnitude (see e.g. [6]
and [7]).
The advantage of the data-driven methods is that in this approach, the explicit
analytical model of the system is not required. Consequently, there would be relatively
less mathematical complexity in applying this methodology. However in this case, a
priori knowledge of extensive data for healthy situation and also for dierent faulty
scenario is required. Moreover, well-established mathematical analysis and stability
proof of the overall system require the application of analytical model-based approaches.
1.3.1.2 Model-Based Methods
Model-based or analytical redundancy approach is used to predict the healthy behaviour
of the nominal system. The dierence between the predicted value and the output
measurement is dened as the residual. Hence, it can be concluded that while the
residual is zero, there would be no fault in the system. However, any non zero value for
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the residual indicates the occurrence of a fault in the system. Therefore, in the model-
based approaches, the challenges are the residual generation and then a decision making
algorithm for residual analysis. The residual generation techniques can be categorized
into three main approaches [1]:
1. Parity equations [8, 9]: In this method, the so-called parity functions are used
to extract the fault information by comparing the predicted and measured In-
put/Output of the system.
2. Parameter estimation [10, 11]: In this approach, some critical parameters of
the system (such as the mass matrix in robotic systems) are estimated using on-
line parameter-estimation methods. Thereupon, assuming the fault can change
the parameters of the nominal system, the dierence between the estimated and
predetermined parameters can indicate the fault occurrence. Note that in this
method, a priori knowledge of the system parameter is required. Therefore, con-
sidering the modeling error and uncertainties, a proper threshold is required in the
residual analysis.
3. State estimation [12{18]: In this approach, an observer should be designed such
that the outputs of the system are estimated from the I/O measurement. There-
after, the dierence between the estimated and measured output expresses the
residual in this case. For residual analysis of the observer-based approaches, a
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proper threshold is also required. Hence, once the residual exceeds the threshold,
it can be interpreted as a fault occurrence in the system.
In most control applications, the persistency excitation condition, which is required for
validity of parameter estimation approaches, is not met. Therefore, the accuracy of the
performance of this method is questionable, while for the observer-based approaches,
persistency excitation is not required. Basically, for observer-based approaches only the
on-line measurement is required. Hence, in this work, an observer-based methodology
is used to detect and estimate the faults.
The main observer-based FDIE approaches are investigated below:
1. Unknown Input Observers (UIO): Based on the denition declared in [14], the
UIO is an observer, the estimation error of which converges to zero despite of the
presence of the unknown inputs. In the FDIE problem, it should be considered that
in a realistic scenario, a system is always aected by disturbances and uncertainties.
Hence, decoupling the eect of the disturbances and fault is an important issue in
all related researches. Therefore, considering disturbances as an unknown input,
UIOs are good candidates for solving this problem. The necessary and sucient
condition for the existence of an UIO is investigated by Kudva et. al. in [19]. This
methodology is applied for linear systems in many researches e.g. [13]. Moreover,
this approach is widely used in FDI for nonlinear systems. For example, in [20],
an UIO is designed for a bilinear system such that the faults and failures occur
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in actuators or sensors are detected and isolated. The authors in [21] presented a
full-order UIO for Lipschitz nonlinear systems and also investigated the sucient
UIO existence condition with Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI). Moreover, in [22]
an UIO is used to detect, isolate and estimate simultaneous sensor and actuator
faults aecting Lipschitz nonlinear systems. Seliger et. al. in [23] employed an
UIO in conjunction with a robust methodology for nonlinear systems. Further,
composite methodologies have also been proposed which consist of e.g. unknown
input and a H1 observers in [24] and an unknown input and discrete-time sliding
mode observers in [25]. In addition, the technique for solving FDI problem in [26]
is composed of UIO and adaptive approaches. It is well-known that the reduced
order observers have many advantageous over full-order observers. For instance,
reduced order UIO is employed in [27] and [28].
2. Adaptive Observers (AO): Adaptive techniques have shown promising results
facing unknown/uncertain parameter cases. The principle of fault diagnosis using
adaptive observers for linear systems was presented in [29]. In [30], an adaptive
observer technique has been presented for FDI problem which also investigated the
robustness against uncertainties. Another adaptive approach for fault diagnosis
problem for nonlinear system in the presence of uncertainties or disturbances has
been investigated in [31], in which geometric techniques are used for disturbance
decoupling. In [32], an AO methodology in conjunction with a high gain observer
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was proposed for nonlinear systems with unknown parameters and uncertainties in
modeling. Adaptive sliding mode observer is used in [33] for fault diagnosis of an
industrial gas turbine. Various adaptive techniques have also been used for fault
diagnosis and fault-tolerant control in [34] and references therein.
Neural networks are popular in control and estimation applications due to their
function approximation capabilities and the adaptive nature. For instance, a
model-based adaptive nonlinear parameter estimation technique has been used
in [35] to detect and isolate concurrent actuator fault of a reaction wheel actuator
of the satellite attitude control system. Actuator fault detection and estimation
for an industrial robotic arm was investigated extensively in [36] using a neural
network observer. In [37], a robust neural-network-based actuator fault estimation
is proposed for a nonlinear multi-tank system. Using this approach the inuence
of exogenous external disturbances was minimized. The authors in [6] proposed
a recurrent neural network to solve sensor and actuator FDIE problem for gen-
eral nonlinear system. However, the proposed scheme is inecient for the case of
having simultaneous sensor and actuator faults.
3. Geometric approach: Another commonly used FDIE technique for nonlinear
systems is the so-called geometric approach. Geometric approach is a model-based
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approach that solve the FDI problem based on some necessary and sucient con-
dition obtained from nonlinear system theories such as invariant subspace. Geo-
metric approach is based on the pioneer work of [38] developed for linear systems.
The extension of this work for nonlinear systems was presented in [39] by De Persis
et. al.. In [40], sensor fault detection and isolation problem for nonlinear systems
has been investigated using geometric tools. Dealing with time-delay systems, a
geometric approach is used in [41]. The authors in [42] has employed geometric
technique to solve the FDI problem for multi-dimensional systems. Moreover, a
combination of neural network technique and geometric tools has been proposed
for a satellite sensor and actuator fault in [43].
4. Sliding Mode observers (SMO): Sliding mode technique was rst introduced
by Utkin in 1978 [44]. The principle of the observer using the sliding mode method-
ology was presented in [45]. Sliding mode observers have a great advantage over
other nonlinear observers lend to the robustness properties of the sliding mode
technique. Therefore, the stability of SMO is preserved even in the presence of
disturbances, uncertainties and noises. Moreover, the most attractive feature of
sliding mode technique is the nite-time convergence property. Having this prop-
erty greatly simplies the stability analysis of the overall closed-loop system. A
composite algorithm consisting SMO and UIO was introduced in [46, 47]. Sliding
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mode observers can also be used for solving FDI problem. Thereupon, if the dy-
namics of the system are known and no disturbance or noises aects the system,
any deviation of the sliding term from zero can constitute the residual signal for
FDI purposes. Further, in the presence of uncertainties in the model, disturbances
and noises, the sliding term can be compared to a properly dened threshold. The
fault reconstruction using SMO was introduced in the premium work of Edwards
et. al. [18]. This work was extended in [48] by designing the sliding motion using
H1 techniques such that the eects of uncertainties and disturbances are mini-
mized. In this study, both sensor and actuator faults can be reconstructed using
SMOs, however the scenario of having more than one type of faults was not con-
sidered. The survey paper [49] has provided a thorough review on both linear and
nonlinear SMOs for FDI and fault reconstruction with required assumptions and
necessary and sucient conditions for stability analysis. In this review, it is shown
that for sensor fault reconstruction, the so-called matching condition is required
as well. In [50], a second order sliding mode observer was designed for FDI of a
nonlinear system followed by a fault estimation algorithm. The problem of FDIE
has been investigated in [51{53] for estimation of actuator faults for Lipschitz non-
linear systems. In [51], uncertainties with nonlinear bounds were considered in
modeling and therefore a geometric coordinate transformation was used to elimi-
nate the eects of uncertainties on the fault estimation. Some mechanical systems
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are modeled with nonlinear equations with relative degrees from the inputs to the
outputs higher than one. The problem of actuator fault detection, isolation and
estimation of such systems has been considered in [52] under Lipschitz assumption
by employing higher order SMOs. Considering the eect of uncertainties and dis-
turbances, in [53] the authors presented a SMO for actuator FDIE in a nonlinear
Lipschitz system. However, such imperfections were treated as input faults with a
nonlinear distribution matrix. Sensor fault reconstruction for uncertain nonlinear
systems was also investigated in [54]. In this work, a linear transformation was
used to decouple the eects of disturbances.
Simultaneous Sensor and Actuator Faults: In most of the aforementioned work,
only one type of faults i.e. either sensor or actuator faults has been considered. However,
in a more realistic scenario, the system can be aected by simultaneous sensor and
actuator faults. To detect, isolate and estimate simultaneous sensor and actuator faults,
dierent approaches have been proposed in the literature. One approach is to use a
bank of observers. In this technique, we need to have as many observers as the number
of faults, each of which can detect and isolate one fault only. One way to tackle such
problem is to design each observer such that it is sensitive to one fault only and therefore
creates the nonzero residual in the presence of that specic fault. Whereas, in other
approach, the observers are designed such that each observer is desensitized to one fault
only. In this case, the decision making algorithm can detect and isolate a fault when
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all the residuals are nonzero except one. As an example, a bank of high-gain observers
is designed in [55] for fault detection and isolation in a nonlinear model of a chemical
reactor system. The authors in [56] used a bank of observers to detect and isolate abrupt
and incipient faults in nonlinear systems. In the residual analysis and decision making
algorithm of this work, instead of a xed threshold for all residuals, an adaptive approach
is used for dening each threshold. However, by increasing the number of the states and
actuators in a system, this approach is inecient, since the number of the required
observers increases dramatically. Hence, another approach to solve this problem is to
consider faults as parameters of the system and subsequently employ adaptive observers.
For instance, the authors in [57] investigated the simultaneous sensor and actuator FDIE
for LTI systems aected by constant faults. However, persistently excitation condition
is essential for accurate parameter estimation using adaptive techniques. The problem
of simultaneous sensor and actuator faults can also be solved by robust techniques. Tan
et. al. in [58] tackled this problem by using sliding mode observers for linear systems. In
this work, by employing output transformation, proper lters and forming an augmented
system, fault reconstruction has become possible. Raou et. al. in [59] presented a FDIE
approach for Lipschitz nonlinear systems using SMOs in which simultaneous sensor and
actuator faults have been considered. A novel linear transformation has been introduced
such that the system is divided into two subsystems, one of which is aected by actuator
fault and the other one is aected by sensor fault only. Thereupon, proper linear SMOs
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were designed in this work such that the faults can be reconstructed and estimated.
The same transformation has been used in [60] for Lipschitz nonlinear systems as well.
However, in this work in order to relax the required matching condition for SMOs, an
adaptive observer was designed instead. In most of the previous work, the nonlinear
systems were studied under the Lipschitz assumption. However in general, physical
systems can be modeled by dierent nonlinear functions which may not satisfy the
Lipschitz condition.
Euler-Lagrange Systems: A large class of physical systems includes dynamical sys-
tems, the equations of motion of which are governed by Euler-Lagrange (EL) equations.
Industrial robots, aerial vehicles and under water vehicles are a few to name as examples
of EL systems. It is essential to develop reliable FDIE strategies for such systems. The
problem of detection and isolation of the actuator faults was investigated in [61] for
robot manipulator and [62] for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), using nonlinear
observers. Moreover, sensor FDI problem for robot manipulators was solved using a
bank of observers in [63]. Furthermore, for simultaneous sensor and actuator faults, FDI
methodologies for a robotic arm were proposed in [64] using robust techniques and in [65]
using data-driven approaches. In all aforementioned work, the fault estimation problem
has not been tackled. In [66], one sensor or actuator fault have been considered for a
robotic arm. However, it was assumed that the faults are not occur simultaneously. In
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this work, the nonlinear model is considered to be Lipschitz and a SMO is used to esti-
mate the faults. The problem of multiple actuator fault estimation for satellite systems
have been addressed in [11, 62, 67] using adaptive observers and parameter estimation
techniques such as least-square algorithm. Talebi et. al. considered the problem of mul-
tiple fault detection, isolation and estimation in either actuators or sensors using neural
network based nonlinear observers [6]. Simultaneous fault detection and estimation in
actuators and sensors have been considered in [68] using adaptive techniques. However,
it was assumed that the faults can be expanded using some known basis functions, the
assumption that limits the applicability of the approach.
1.3.2 Fault-Tolerant Control
On the event of fault occurrence, one concern is to detect, isolate and estimate the
severity of the fault. However, the other concern targets the nominal performance of
close-loop system. In fact, the original performance has to be preserved in the presence
of faults (passive fault-tolerant control) or it has to be reconstructed once the system is
subjected to any type of faults (active fault-tolerant control).
1.3.2.1 Active Fault-Tolerant Control
Most of the active fault-tolerant control schemes are based on rearranging the control
structure/paramete according to the fault estimation properties. In [69, 70], a FTC
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scheme was developed based on control allocation technique in which a virtual control
input is rst designed using sliding mode control. Then, a control allocation strategy
is presented to distribute the control signal among the actuators such that the control
action provided by faulty actuators are minimized based on weighted least square al-
gorithm. For a planetary exploration vehicle modeled by Euler-Lagrange, an adaptive
fault-tolerant control algorithm is designed in [71] such that the stability is guaranteed
despite of the environmental disturbances. Thereupon, assuming that estimation of
the fault is available, an optimal discrete control allocation algorithm was proposed to
minimize the impact of fault occurrence on trajectory tracking.
In [72], an output (position) feedback fault-tolerant control allocation for exible
spacecraft modeled by EL equations was presented. Under the assumption of thruster
redundancy, a robust least-squares-based control allocation was proposed which pro-
vides the optimal control solution minimizing the fault residual vector. The condition
for employing this approach is that either physical redundancy is available or system
controllability remains intact on the event of actuator failures.
Another widely studied methodologies in active FTC is estimation and compensa-
tion approach. In this approach, rst the fault should be estimated online using one of
the aforementioned methodologies. Thereafter, the eect of faults can be compensated
using the information obtained from FE. An estimation and compensation approach for
linear systems aected by either sensor or actuator faults has been proposed in [73].
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For an uncertain linear system aected by actuator fault only, a bank of UIOs for
fault estimation and sliding mode controller for system stabilization have been designed
in [74]. In this work, the results of FE were used to recongure the controller and adjust
the weight of the sliding surface. In [75], for a class of nonlinear systems aected by
bias fault with healthy measurement, two fault-tolerant controllers have been designed.
The rst controller was used to guarantee the stability of the system in the presence
of faults. Then, using a bank of adaptive estimators, the faults can be detected and
isolated. Thereupon, the second fault-tolerant control approach minimizes the eects of
faults on the tracking error.
The fault-tolerant control scheme proposed in [76] is a state feedback controller
for Lipschitz nonlinear systems subject to actuator faults. The controller uses the es-
timation of system states provided by a robust observer. The proposed observer can
simultaneously estimate the states and the actuator faults in the system. In [77], the
concept of using estimation of the states and faults in designing the state feedback con-
trol rectifying the eect of fault, has been used. The fault estimation is obtained by
employing adaptive techniques.
For a quad-rotor modeled by EL equations subjected to actuator faults only, a
combination of a H1 observer and an adaptive fault-tolerant controller was proposed in
[78]. In this paper, the fault information obtained from FE scheme is used to recongure
the controller in order to enhance the tracking performance. To address the problem
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of simultaneous sensor and actuator faults for nonlinear systems, two Takagi-Sugeno
(T-S) fuzzy observers have been proposed in [79] to estimate corresponding sensor and
actuator faults. Then, one T-S fuzzy controller have been presented which uses the fault
estimation information to improve the tracking performance.
Adaptive control is a well-known approach for dealing with any sort of changes
in system parameter and/or ambient conditions. In this approach, the parameters of
the controller are updated based on the changes in system performance, in a sense that
any imperfection arises from parameter deviations, environmental conditions, external
disturbances and/or component/actuator faults can be accounted for.
For instance, an adaptive fault-tolerant scheme for linear systems with norm
bounded uncertainties has been presented in [80]. The actuator faults are modeled as lin-
early parameterized functions with unknown time varying actuator eciency coecients
which cover stuck, outage and loss of eectiveness. The controller consists of a constant
gain obtained from LMI technique plus an adaptive gain updated based on the fault
eciency factor. In [81], for a Lipschitz nonlinear system with parametric uncertainties
subjected to linearly parameterized actuator failure, a robust backstepping-based adap-
tive controller has been proposed. The performance of the approach was evaluated on a
nonlinear model of a hypersonic aircraft.
The authors in [82], presented a FTC scheme composed of fuzzy logic and adaptive
backstepping techniques for the attitude control of spacecraft in the presence of actuator
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faults. The attitude is kinematically represented by singularity free unit quaternions.
Moreover, parameter uncertainties (in mass moment of inertia) and external disturbances
were also considered. In [83], an adaptive neural network-based FTC was designed for
unknown Lipschitz nonlinear systems with multiple actuators subject to fault or failure.
An adaptive tracking control scheme for wheeled mobile robot with modeling un-
certainties (uncertain/unknown center of mass) aected by actuator faults was addressed
in [84]. In this work, the robot is modeled by EL equations and disturbances and un-
certainties are assumed to be bounded. As mentioned before, adaptive techniques seem
appropriate for FTC, since fault estimation is not required. However, adaptive ap-
proaches are developed based on the assumption of having fault free measurements [85].
Therefore, in the case of having sensor faults, adaptive approaches fail in providing a
solution.
1.3.2.2 Passive Fault-Tolerant Control
The active FTC approaches studied so far relied on updating the control parame-
ters/structure according to occurrence of faults. However, passive FTC approaches
have xed control structure and parameters. The controller is found such that the sta-
bility/performance of the closed-loop system is preserved even in the presence of faults.
Hence, the robust control approaches are good candidates to tackle this problem. H1
optimal control yields promising results in robust stability and performance especially
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for linear systems.
A robust H1 optimal controller was designed in [86] for uncertain linear system
subjected to bounded uncertainties and sensor faults such that nominal performance is
maintained in normal condition as well as in the event of sensor failures. The authors
in [87] introduced a state feedback H1 controller for a discrete-time linear system subject
to actuator faults and disturbances which enter into the system equations as piecewise
ane functions. In [88] a robust fault-tolerant H1 control was given for an uncertain
linear system aected by actuator and/or sensor failures. Robust fault-tolerant control
schemes can also be employed for nonlinear systems. For example, in [89] this approach
has been applied for attitude control of a exible spacecraft in the presence of bounded
disturbance and loss of eectiveness actuator fault.
A simultaneous fault detection and control problem for switched linear systems
has been addressed in [90] . The H1 and H criteria have been used to optimize the
control and fault detection problem. The optimization problem is cast in such a way
that the eects of disturbances and faults on control objective are minimized whereas
the eect of faults on residual is maximized.
Another popular robust FTC technique for dealing with dierent types of fault in
a system employed widely in the literature is Sliding Mode Control (SMC) approach. In
this technique, for compensating the eect of uncertainties, disturbances and faults, a
discontinuous sliding term is added to the controller. This sliding term is a function of
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tracking error and force the system to slide along a desired cross-section of its nominal
behavior.
A full-rank SMC was introduced in [91] for uncertain linear system subject to
uncertainties and quantization. The proposed controller guaranteed the closed-loop
system asymptotic stability even in the presence of actuator faults. The authors in [92]
introduced a robust SMC scheme for attitude control of a satellite which is modeled
by EL equations. The stability of the closed-loop system was ensured by the designed
controller, in the presence of actuator loss of eectiveness and external disturbances.
In [93], a sliding mode controller was presented for a 6 DOF vehicle suspension
system aected by additive actuator faults only. However, the presented model was a
linear. Hence in this work, the controller should preserve the stability not only against
uncertainty, disturbances and faults, but also in the presence of neglected nonlinearities.
The authors in [94] have presented a new higher order SMC in which the estimation
of the fault is required to update the sliding surface through an adaptive technique. It is
claimed that using this adaptive SMC approach, better transient and faster convergence
can be obtained. This method has been evaluated on a robot manipulator modeled by
EL equations subject to actuator faults only.
It is worth mentioning that, similar fault reconstruction methodology to that of
SMO can be used for SMC as well.For example in [95], rst a SMC was designed to
stabilize a second order uncertain system subject to disturbances. Thereafter, from
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analysing the sliding term of the controller, the disturbances have been reconstructed.
The authors in [96] proposed a SMC for a DC motor subject to unmatched uncertainties
and disturbances such that not only the stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed
but also the disturbances and uncertainties can be reconstructed. Therefore, considering
the fault as a kind of system uncertainty, it can be reconstructed and estimated from
analysing the sliding surface as well.
Most of the aforementioned work on FDIE and FTC have focused on one type of
faults only, i.e. either an actuator or sensor faults. A few work which developed FDIE
strategies for simultaneous actuator and sensor faults suer from some constraining as-
sumptions such as Lipschitz nonlinearities, requirement for rich (persistently) excitation
and/or knowing the basis functions of the fault signal. Some other work has also been
developed for specic physical systems such as robot manipulators or satellite systems.
The primary aim of this research is to develop fault accommodation strategies which
treat general Euler-Lagrange systems aected by simultaneous sensor and actuator faults
with no limiting assumption mentioned above. Toward this end, two dierent approaches
will be introduced.
1. The rst fault accommodation strategy proposed in this research is an active fault-
tolerant control. In this regard, a novel FDIE methodology will be presented.
Two sliding mode observers are employed to reconstruct corresponding sensor and
actuator faults. Thereafter, the estimated values of faults are used to recongure
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the control action.
2. In second proposed fault-tolerant control scheme, only the sensor fault estimation
is used. However, to compensate the eects of actuator faults, a robust sliding
mode control methodology is employed.
1.4 Euler-Lagrange Modeling Approach
In this section, the general procedure for driving equations of motion using EL approach
is given. Systems modeled by EL formulations possess some interesting properties which
help us in analysing the FDIE and FTC methods developed in later chapters. Some of
these properties are given in this section. Finally, the equations of motion of an AUV
considering environmental disturbances is provided.
The Euler-Lagrange dierential equation is the fundamental equation of calculus




f(t; x; _x)dt (1.1)









) = 0 (1.2)
The principle of least action states that the if the action S above is dened by the
integral of the kinetic energy minus potential energy, then it has its minimum value
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for the actual system motion. Hence, the system equation of motion can be obtained
by the Euler-Lagrange dierential equation. The heart of EL approach is the so-called
Lagrangian dened by:
L = K(q; _q)  P(q) (1.3)
where q is the generalized coordinate of the system, K is the kinetic energy which
depends on generalized coordinates of the system and their derivatives and P is the
potential energy which is a function of generalized coordinates only. Hence, the rst step
to obtain the dynamic model is to dene the generalize coordinate and then nd the
kinetic and potential energies in terms of the generalize coordinates and their derivatives.








where i is the generalized force acting on the i
th generalized coordinate which includes
external as well as the constrained forces. The EL equation is generally shown in the
following compact form:
M(q)q + Cco(q; _q) _q +G(q) =  (1.5)
where  denotes the input torque (force), M(q) represents the inertia matrix, Cco(q; _q)
is the matrix of Coriolis and centripetal terms, and G(q) shows the gravity vector.
The following properties are hold for systems modeled by (1.5) [97]:
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Property 1. The inertia matrix for a rigid robot is symmetric and positive denite.
Property 2. The inertia matrix is bounded by functions of the position of the joints.
However, if all joints are revolute then the inertia matrix contains only bounded functions
of the joint variables, that is, terms containing trigonometric functions and therefore the
inertia matrix as well as its inverse are bounded .
Property 3. For mechanical systems with rotary joints, the gravity vector consists of
trigonometric functions of position and therefore is bounded as well.
Furthermore it is worth mentioning that, based on [97], the elements of Coriolis














where Ckj are the elements of Cco. The denition of Coriolis matrix shows that, the
elements of Cco(q; _q) are trigonometric functions of position and quadratic terms of
velocities such as _qi _qj and _q
2
i .
1.4.1 Modeling of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
The equations of motion of an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) can also be ob-
tained by (1.5). As illustrated in Figure 1.2, the generalized coordinate q can be inter-
preted as the position of an AUV expressed in inertial or body-xed frame. Inertial or
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earth-xed frame is a xed reference coordinate frame while body-xed frame is rigidly
attached to the AUV.
Figure 1.2: Expression of body-xed and earth-xed frames for an AUV [98]
Hence, according to Figure 1.2, for a 6 DOF AUV, q = [X; Y; Z; ; ;  ]T where
X, Y and Z show the position of the mass center of the AUV with respect to the origin
of the inertial frame and ,  and  are the Euler angles denote the orientation of the
AUV body-xed frame. Moreover, by denoting V = [u; v; w; p; q; r]T as the linear and
angular velocity vector of the AUV, we get:
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_q = RV (1.7)
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Once the position and velocity kinematics are done, the EL approach can be employed
to obtain the dynamic equations in body-xed frame as [99]:
MV _V + CcoV (V )V +NV V = V (1.9)
where M and Cco(V ) are the inertia and Coriolis matrices given in (1.5), and N is the
damping matrix .
If the motion of the AUV is limited in a plane, a reduce-order model, i.e. a 3
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DOF equations of motion can be considered instead. Let us now dene, q = [x; y;  ]
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where in MV and Cco(V ), the eect of added mass is also considered. Thereafter,
using the transformation matrix R in (1.8), we can express the dynamic equations in
earth_frame as follows:





Cco(q; _q) = R





Moreover, the eects of environmental disturbances such as ocean current and
modeling uncertainties can be considered as an additive term to dynamic equations in
the form of:
Mo(q)q + Cco(q; _q) _q +No(q) _q = l + f (1.18)
In [99], the ocean current is modeled as a drift.
f = J 1dc (1.19)
where J is the proper Jacobian matrix and dc = [dcx dcy 0]
T is a constant or slowly
varying bias:
_dc = wd (1.20)
where wd is a vector of zero mean Gaussian white noise process.
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1.4.2 Actuator Dynamics
In this section, the actuator (DC motor) dynamics will be presented. A DC motor can
be modeled by a second order system as follows [97]:
Jmq +B _q =    l (1.21)
where Jm is a diagonal matrix representing the inertia of the motors and B is a diagonal
matrix corresponding to the damping of the motors shafts. Moreover,  denotes the
motor torque and l shows the loading torque related to the AUV rigid body dynamics
(1.18). Hence, by substituting (1.18) into (1.21), one can obtain:
M(q)q + Cco(q; _q) _q +N(q) _q =  + f (1.22)
where M(q) = Mo(q) + Jm and N(q) = No + B. Note that, similar properties hold
for the augmented inertia matrix M(q). Moreover, the Coriolis and centrifugal terms
remains unchanged in (1.22).
1.5 Problem Statement
Consider the following nonlinear system governed by the Euler-Lagrange equations:
M(q)q + Cco(q; _q) _q +G(q) =  (1.23)
where q is the generalized coordinate,  denotes the input torque (force), M(q) represents
the inertia matrix, Cco(q; _q) is the matrix of Coriolis and centripetal forces, and G(q)
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denotes the gravity vector.
The state space representation of the above system can be expressed as follows:
_x1 = x2 (1.24)
_x2 = M
 1(x1)(   Cco(x1; x2)x2  G(x1)) + f
where x = [xT1 x
T
2 ]
T 2 Rn denotes the state vector of the system, x1 = q is the position
vector and x2 = _q denotes the velocity vector. Moreover in (1.24), f represents the
uncertainties, unmodeled dynamics and disturbances in the system. Therefore, the









3775 ( + fa) (1.25)
y = Cx+Dsfs (1.26)
where y 2 Rn denotes the output vector, fa 2 Rm and fs 2 Rq denote unknown bounded
actuator and sensor faults, respectively. Moreover in (1.25), f(x) = M 1(x1)( Cco(x1; x2)x2 
G(x1)) and g(x) = M
 1(x1).
The objective of this thesis is to develop fault estimation, accommodation, and
control strategies for nonlinear system (1.25)-(1.26) under Assumptions 1 and 2 such
that:
 The FTC approaches should preserve the closed-loop system stability in the pres-
ence of uncertainties, disturbances and simultaneous sensor and actuator faults.
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 It is desired that the FTC approaches result in a small tracking error in the presence
of faults, uncertainties and disturbances, i.e. limt!1 y(t)  yd(t), where yd(t) is a
smooth desired trajectory.
 It is further desired that for the FDIE approaches, the fault estimation errors
converge to zero asymptotically, i.e. limt!1 f^a = fa and limt!1 f^s = fs, where f^a
and f^s are the estimations of actuator and sensor faults, respectively.
Towards these objectives, the following assumptions are made:
Assumption 1. The sensor fault distribution matrix Ds 2 Rnq has full column rank.
Assumption 2. The sensor and actuator faults, the uncertainties, unmodeled dynamics,
and disturbances are unknown but are bounded and the bounds are known, that is kfsk<
fs, kfak< fa and kfk<  f for all t.
1.6 Thesis Contributions
The contribution of this thesis is threefold.
 First, we develop a robust FDIE strategy for EL nonlinear systems subject to
simultaneous actuator and sensor faults without Lipschitz or other limiting con-
ditions stated in Literature Review. The linear coordinate transformation and
output redenition introduced in [59] will be extended to this class of nonlinear
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systems. The linear transformation, which does not depend on the nonlinearities
of the system, decouple the system dynamics into two subsystems, each of which
is aected by one type of fault only. Next, the sensor and actuator faults can be
estimated using separate SMOs. It is worth mentioning that the extension is made
in a sense that the system considered in this research is a general ane nonlinear
model unlike [59] which considers an additive Lipschitz nonlinear term and linear
input matrix. Furthermore, no specic algorithm has been presented in the litera-
ture to nd the output transformation. In this thesis, a systematic approach based
on Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) is presented to obtain the transformation.
 An active fault-tolerant control strategy is provided which uses the results of sensor
and actuator fault estimations to recongure the controller. The mathematical
proof of stability is provided for the overall system consisting of two observers, the
actual system and the recongured controller. Note that the challenges arise from
the fact that the observers, the nonlinear system and the controller are tightly
coupled. The nite time convergence properties of sliding mode observers and the
properties of Euler-Lagrange systems will be used in the stability analysis.
 Another fault-tolerant control scheme introduced in this work uses the same trans-
formations to decouple the eects of sensor and actuator faults. However, only one
SMO is employed to estimate the sensor faults, the result of which will be used
in control reconguration. The actuator fault, on the other hand is accounted for
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via a robust sliding mode control approach. In this way, the robustness against
actuator faults as well as fault reconstruction is guaranteed. Stability analysis of
the closed-loop system including the nonlinear system, the coupled sliding mode
observer and controller is also demonstrated.
1.7 Thesis Outline
This dissertation is given in 5 chapters, the outline of which is presented below.
Chapter 1: Introduction In this chapter, rst a brief introduction to fault estima-
tion and accommodation problem has been given. Next, the motivation of this research
was provided and the available FDIE and FTC strategies in the literature have been re-
viewed. Moreover, the principles of Euler-Lagrange modeling approach has been given.
Thereupon, equations of motion for an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) have
been driven using EL methodology. Finally, the problem addressed in this thesis was
stated and contributions have been highlighted.
Chapter 2: The Sensor and Actuator Fault Decoupling Strategy This chapter
presents the required linear coordinate and output transformations to decompose the
system into two subsystems. Subsystem 1 is aected by sensor faults only whereas
Subsystem 2 is aected by actuator faults. Note that, no Lipschitz condition or a priori
knowledge about the system nonlinearities are required to obtain these transformations.
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Subsequently, an analytical approach is presented to nd coordinate transformation
using LMI. Finally, in order to reconstruct the sensor fault associated with Subsystem
1, a new set of exo-states is introduced such that the sensor faults enter the system
equations as an unknown input.
Chapter 3: The Proposed Active Fault Accommodation Scheme Using Slid-
ing Mode Observers Once the eects of sensor and actuator faults are separated,
corresponding sensor and actuator fault estimation and reconstruction can be readily
achieved by using two SMOs. The resulting fault estimations are used to recongure
the controller. Finally, the mathematical proof of stability for the coupled controller,
observers and nonlinear plant is demonstrated.
Chapter 4: The Proposed Active Fault-Tolerant Control Strategy Using Slid-
ing Mode Controller and Observer Using the same decoupling methodology, a ro-
bust fault-tolerant control scheme is introduced based on sliding mode controller. In this
approach, only the sensor fault estimation is fed back to the controller in order to correct
the faulty measurement. However to deal with actuator faults, a robust sliding mode
controller is used. As a result, the tracking performance is preserved in the presence of
actuator faults. Moreover, the actuator fault reconstruction can also be performed by
using the controller sliding surface.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work In this chapter concluding remarks
about the thesis contributions and adopted methodologies are given. Moreover, sugges-
tions for further research will be provided.
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Chapter 2
The Sensor and Actuator Fault
Decoupling Strategy
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, linear coordinate and output transformations are introduced to decom-
pose the underlying nonlinear system into two subsystems where the eects of the sensor
and actuator faults are decoupled from each other. Towards this end, rst the output
redenition matrix S is found using LMI and subsequently coordinate transformation T
is obtained.
Consequently, in order to estimate the sensor fault, a set of exo-state needs to
be augmented to the system such that the sensor faults appear as an unknown input
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to the new system. Finally, to estimate the unknown input, a nonsingular coordinate
transformation Tu is utilized. Using the augmented subsystem, not only estimation
of the sensor fault is possible, but also accurate estimate of the states that becomes
unavailable during the presence of faults, can also be obtained.
2.2 Coordinate and Output Transformations








3775 ( + fa) (2.1)
y = Cx+Dsfs (2.2)
where x 2 Rn is the state vector of the system,  2 Rm is the control input, y 2 Rn
denotes the output vector. In other words, it is assumed that the full-sates measurement
is available. Moreover, fa 2 Rm and fs 2 Rq denote unknown bounded actuator and
sensor faults, respectively.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, an output re-denition transformation S and a state
space coordinate transformation T are required to decouple the eect of sensor and
actuator faults. Towards this end, it is required to transform the output matrix to a
block diagonal form, which is implied that one set of output is fully desensitized to sensor
fault and the other set is fully desensitized to the actuator fault. Hence, we dene:
h = Tx; w = Sy (2.3)
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where T 2 Rnn, S 2 Rnn, C1 2 R(n m)(n m), C4 2 Rmm, and Ds1 2 R(n m)q.
As for output redenition, let us dene the matrix S. In order to achieve the









where C4 is a full rank matrix. In other words, the aim of introducing S is to partition
Ds and C such that the last m states are completely decoupled from sensor faults. To
nd such transformation, the matrix S is factorized into two matrices S0 2 Rnn and






where Ds1 2 R(n m)q is a full column rank matrix as dened in (2.4). Moreover, the
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3775 := Cs (2.8)
where CS01 2 R(n m)(n m) and C4 2 Rmm. As the above equations show, the rational
behind this factorization is to partition Ds and C via S0 and S1, respectively.
To nd S0, it is necessary to ensure that C4 is nonsingular. On the other hand,




3775, whereas it transforms the output matrix Cs to a lower triangular matrix as





Hence, by dening S = S1S0 one can get (2.6), where C1 = CS01   CS02C 14 CS03.
Moreover, the denition of S1 as in (2.9) results in:










Note that the function of the transformation S0 is to shift the rows of the matrices C
and Ds for decoupling purposes and it is straightforward to obtain it by using elementary
matrix operations. However, since there is a restriction that the resulting matrix contains
one full rank block (i.e. C4), a matrix equality (inequality) solver, e.g. any LMI solver,
can be used to solve for a proper S0 that also satises C4 rank condition. Towards this
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end, the matrix S0 needs to satisfy (2.7) where Ds1 is full column rank. Moreover, in
(2.8), there is no rank constraint on matrices CS01 , CS02 , and CS03. In (2.7)-(2.8)
we have two matrices S0 and Cs that can be solved by a proper LMI solver. However,
since the nal value of the transformed matrices in (2.4), may aect other parts of our
methodology, the LMI conditions will be represented later in this chapter.
As (2.4) shows, the transformed output matrix (SCT 1) must be a block diagonal
matrix. Moreover, the coordinate transformation matrix T transforms the input matrix
as well. However, it is desirable that the partitioned form of the nonlinear input matrix2664 0
g(x)













where T3 = C
 1
4 CS03. Now, T





Then, it is straightforward to show that (2.4) is hold.
By substituting the transformation (2.11) into (2.3), one can get the following
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expressions






Therefore, using the above state transformation and output redenition w = Sy, the
overall transformed and decoupled system dynamics can be expressed as
Subsystem 1:8>><>>:
_h1 =  T3h1 + h2;




 1h) + f + g(T 1h)( + fa);
w2 = C4h2;
(2.14)
where w = [wT1 w
T
2 ]
T = Sy and f(T 1h) = T3h2   T 23 h1 + f(T 1h).
The decoupled dynamic equations above can be used to design state observers for
sensor and actuator faults reconstruction. However, for accurate state estimation, it is
required that a subset of output be available which is not contaminated by faults and
shows the actual values of system states. In (2.13) and (2.14), the output of Subsystem
2 is decoupled from sensor faults. Hence, the states of this subsystem as well as actuator
faults can be accurately estimated using e.g. sliding mode observers.
However, note that the output of Subsystem 1 is contaminated by sensor faults.
Therefore, it is necessary to dene a set of exo-states such that the sensor faults enter
in the state equations not as output faults but as unknown inputs. This allows us
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to accurately estimate the states of Subsystem 1 and reconstruct sensor faults using a
sliding mode observer.
Towards this end, an auxiliary state z =
R t
0
w1()d is introduced. Therefore, the
dynamics associated with this new state is governed by
_z = C1h1 +Ds1fs
The resulting new augmented system containing 2(n m) states can now be dened as
follows:
Subsystem 1:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:




















3775, Cz = [0 In m], and therefore wz = z. In
the above representation, the sensor fault fs only aects Subsystem 1 in (2.15) and the
actuator fault fa only aects Subsystem 2 in (2.16).
It should be noted that, the accurate measurement of h1 is not available at the
instant that a sensor fault occurs. Therefore, h1 state estimation error cannot be used
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to form the sliding motion and guarantee the stability of the observer. Hence, a state
transformation on h1 is required, as a result of which a stable sliding motion can take
place invariant of sensor faults. In other words, the transformation should guarantee the
stability as well as decoupling the sliding motion from sensor faults. Towards this end





which leads to a new state vector q := [qT1 q
T
2 ]
T = Tuhz, where q1; q2 2 Rn m. The
transformed state equations can be expressed as:














2664  T3 + L0C1 T3L0   L0C1L0
C1  C1L0
3775 :
Based on our earlier discussion, the matrix gain L0 should satisfy the following stability
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and decoupling conditions:
( T3 + L0C1)TP + P ( T3 + L0C1) =  Q (2.19)
L0Ds1 = 0 (2.20)
Note that, the second equation above represents the so-called matching condition. Next,
by substituting (2.20) into (2.18), one can get:







w3 = [0 In m]q (2.21)
Consider that, the observability of (T3; C1) is implied given that C1 is a full-rank
matrix. Hence, the exitance of L0 satisfying (2.19) is always guaranteed. To nd a
specic choice of L0 the following Lemma is adopted from [54].
Lemma 2.1. [54] The pair (Az,Cz) is observable if the pair ( T3,C1) is detectable.
Proof. For the proof please see [54].
Observability of (Az,Cz) implies that there exists Lz such that Az LzCz is Hurwitz.
Therefore, the following Lyapunov equation can be stated
(Az   LzCz)TPz + Pz(Az   LzCz) =  Qz (2.22)
for positive denite matrices Qz 2 R2(n m)2(n m), and Pz 2 R2(n m)2(n m). Now let
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Now, by substituting (2.23) and (2.24) into (2.22), it is easy to see that the following
equation is hold:
( T3 + P 1z1 Pz2C1)TPz1 + Pz1( T3 + P 1z1 Pz2C1) =  Qz1 (2.25)
for details please refer to [54].
Now, the matrix gain L0 can be obtained by comparing (2.25) and (2.19)as L0 =
P 1z1 Pz2. By choosing such a L0, (2.19) is readily satised, however to satisfy (2.20), we
must have L0Ds1 = P
 1
z1 Pz2Ds1 = 0, which is reduced to Pz2Ds1 = 0. Therefore, Pz2 can
be obtained by parameterizing the null space of Ds1 as:
Pz2 = Z(Ip m  Ds1(DTs1Ds1) 1DTs1) (2.26)
where Z is a design parameter. Moreover, (DTs1Ds1)
 1 always exists, since Ds1 has full
column rank.
The nal form of transformed system is now given by: Subsystem 1:8>>>><>>>>:
_q1 = Aq1q1 + Aq2q2 + h2 (2.27a)





 1h) + f + g(T 1h)( + fa) (2.28)
w2 = C4h2
The following, now gives the summary of the design procedure:
1. First, solve the following LMI feasibility conditions satisfying (2.7) and (2.8) to
get S0 and Ds1.
Cs + C
T
s > I (2.29)
C4 + C
T
4 > 0 (2.30)
subject to
CsC
 1Ds = [DTs1 0]
T (2.31)
where  is a positive scalar.
2. Get S1 and T from (2.9) and (2.12).
3. Solve the following set of LMI feasibility conditions to nd Pz1 and Pz2 such that
(2.25) and (2.26) are satised.
( T T3 Pz1 + CT1 P Tz2   Pz1T3 + Pz2C1) < 0 (2.32)
subject to
Pz2 = Z(Ip m  Ds1(DTs1Ds1) 1DTs1) (2.33)




4. Find the design transformation matrix Tu from (2.17).
Note that in stage 1 of the above procedure, dierent selection of S0 will aect
the nal form of matrices S and T given in (2.4). Therefore, the matrices C1 and T3
can be obtained by dierent selection of S0. However, in selecting S0, the result should
yield in a Hurwitz Aq1, refer to the equation (2.21) which is important in designing a
stable observer. Towards this end, we can obtain dierent solutions for S0 by changing
the constant  in (2.29) and therefore we can choose a stable solution for Aq1.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, the required linear coordinate and output transformations to decompose
the system into two subsystems have been presented. As a result, Subsystem 1 is aected
by sensor faults only whereas Subsystem 2 is aected by actuator faults. Subsequently,
an analytical approach has been presented to nd coordinate transformation using LMI
feasibility conditions. At last, in order to reconstruct the sensor fault associated with
Subsystem 1, a new set of exo-states has been introduced such that the sensor faults
enter the system equations as an unknown input.
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Chapter 3




Once the eects of sensor and actuator faults are separated, corresponding sensor and
actuator fault estimation and reconstruction can be readily achieved using two sliding
mode observers. The resulting fault estimations are then used to recongure the con-
troller. Later in this chapter, the mathematical proof of stability for coupled controller,
observers and nonlinear plant is demonstrated. Finally, simulation results performed on
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a 3 DOF AUV are provided which reveals the eectiveness of our proposed FDIE and
FTC schemes.
3.2 Sliding Mode Observer (SMO) Design
To summarize the results that we have obtained in the previous chapter, the original EL
nonlinear system (1.25)-(1.26) can now be expressed as follows:
Subsystem 1: 8>>>><>>>>:
_q1 = Aq1q1 + Aq2q2 + h2 (3.1a)




 1h) + f + g(T 1h)( + fa) (3.2)
w2 = C4h2
where appropriate denitions for the matrices and the new states were given in Chapter
2. To estimate the sensor and actuator faults fs and fa, the following observers are now
proposed.
Sensor fault observer:8>>>>><>>>>>:
_^q1 = Aq1q^1 + Aq2w3 + C
 1
4 w2 (3.3a)






 1h^) + g(T 1h^) + 2 (3.4)
w^2 = C4h^2
where in (3.4), we have h^ = [h^T1 (C
 1
4 w2)




h^1 = [In m 0]T 1u q^ (3.5)
Moreover, the matrix L1 in (3.3b) denotes the observer gain designed to ensure the
stability of the observer (specically to guarantee that Aq4 L1 is Hurwitz). Finally, we












keh2k ; if eh2 6= 0
0; otherwise.
(3.7)
where eq1 := q1  q^1, eq2 := q2  q^2 and eh2 := h2  h^2. The scalar functions 1 and 2 and
the matrix P02 are to specied explicitly in the convergence proof of our main theorem
stated next. The following theorem states the convergence of the above observers.
Theorem 3.1. Given the dynamic model (3.1) and (3.2) subject to Assumptions 1 and
2, and the observer governed by (3.3) and (3.4); for any initial state q(0), h2(0), q^(0)
and h^2(0) and any bounded input  , there exist 1 and 2 expressed in (3.6) and (3.7),
respectively, such that the observer states q^ and h^2 converge in nite time to q and h2 .
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Proof. The observation error dynamics can be obtained as:8<:
_eq1 = Aq1eq1 (3.8a)
_eq2 = Aq3eq1 + (Aq4   L1)eq2 +Ds1fs   1 (3.8b)8<:
_eh2 = ( f(T
 1h)  f(T 1h^) + (g(T 1h)  g(T 1h^))
+g(T 1h)fa + f   2 (3.9)
Let us now dene a composite Lyapunov function candidate V = V1 + V2, where V1 and
V2 correspond to Subsystems 1 and 2, respectively. The proof is now conducted in the
following two steps:
1. Step 1: In (3.8), by using the selected transformation Tu, it is guaranteed that the
matrix Aq1 is Hurwitz. Hence, it is obvious that eq1 is an exponentially decaying
signal. Next, according to [100], the decaying term eeq1 can be neglected for
stability analysis of the error dynamics governing eeq2. Moreover, let us dene
As2 = Aq4   L1. Therefore, by choosing a proper matrix L1, then As2 can also be
guaranteed to be Hurwitz. Hence, the following Lyapunov equations can always
be satised for any Q02 > 0 that is
ATs2P02 + P02As2 =  Q02 (3.10)
Let us now consider a Lyapunov function candidate V1 = e
T
q2P02eq2 . Then, by
taking the time derivative of V1 along the trajectory of the error dynamics (3.8),
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one may obtain:
_V1 =  eTq2Q02eq2 + 2eTq2P02(Ds1fs   1)
(3.11)
Now by dening 1 as in (3.6) we get
_V1   minQ02keq2k2+2keq2kkP02k(kDs1k fs)  1) (3.12)
Now, by choosing 1 > kDs1k fs, it is straightforward to guarantee that ideal
sliding motion takes place in nite time and therefore, the observation error (3.8)
converges to zero in nite time. The nite time convergence property of the SMO
will also be used in Step 2 of the proof [49].
2. Step 2: The dynamics (3.9) which describes the observation error h2 is rst re-
written as follows:
_eh2 = F (h; h^; t) + g(T
 1h)fa + f   2 (3.13)
where F (h; h^; t) = f(T 1h)   f(T 1h^) + (g(T 1h)   g(T 1h^)) . Note that, the
nominal system is stable and the faults do not destabilize the system or a sin-
gularity avoidance algorithm is applied. Hence, we can conclude that the states
are bounded and therefore accelerations in the mechanical system remain bounded
(This will be shown later in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in this chapter). Further, con-
sidering the result of Step 1 which shows the boundedness of h^1 and given that the
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actual measured state h2 is also bounded, we can infer both h and h^ are bounded.
Consequently by considering the properties of EL system, we can conclude that
f(T 1h), f(T 1h^), (g(T 1h) and g(T 1h^) are bounded. Therefore, in overall we
guaranteed that, the constant f+ can be found, such that kF (h; h^; t)k< f+. More-
over, F (h; h^; t) converges to zero in nite time, due to convergence of h^ to h in
nite time.
Let us now consider V2 = e
T
h2eh2, where the time derivative of V2 along the trajec-
tory of the error dynamics (3.9) yields:
_V2 = e
T
h2(F (h; h^; t) + g(T
 1h)fa + f   2) (3.14)
Now, substitute for 2 from (3.7) into (3.14):
_V2 = e
T
h2(F (h; h^; t) + g(T
 1h)fa + f   2 eh2keh2k) (3.15)
 keh2k(kF (h; h^; t)k+kg(T 1h)kkfak+kfk 2) (3.16)
Considering the upper bound of actuator fault, disturbances, uncertainties, and
also having kF (h; h^; t)k< f+, one can conclude that:
_V2  keh2k(f+ + kg(T 1h)kmax fa +  f   2) (3.17)
Thus, by choosing 2 > f
+ + kg(T 1h)kmax fa +  f , it now follows that _V2 < 0,
therefore, in this case nite time convergence can take place for Step 2 as well.
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Note that, in this case kg(T 1h)kmax is the maximum norm of g(T 1h) which
amounts to the inverse of the inertia matrix, which is known to be bounded based
on the Property 2.
By considering the above two steps, the time derivative of V along the trajectories of
the error dynamics (3.8) and (3.9) can be ensured to be negative denite as well and the
observation errors eq1, eq2 and eh2 all converge to zero in nite time. This complete the
proof of the theorem.
Based on the above convergence analysis, one can now conclude that the observa-
tion errors slide along the manifold e = 0, and hence the states of EL system as well as
the fault signal can be accurately estimated.
3.3 Online Robust Fault Reconstruction
In this section, the nite time convergence of the observers will be used to estimate the
severity of the faults. As will be shown subsequently, the faults fs and fa can also be
estimated in nite time. Hence, these estimates will be served as the residual signals
for fault detection and isolation purposes. In fact, the value of each elements of the
fault vectors estimates can determine if and where the fault has occurred in the system.
Hence, we can perform and accomplish fault detection, isolation, and estimation all in
one stage based on the estimated values of fs and fa, respectively.
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Therefore, once the observer states have reached their sliding surfaces and con-
verged to the actual values of EL system states, in nite time we have eq1 = 0, eq2 = 0,
eh2 = 0 and _eq1 = 0, _eq2 = 0, _eh2 = 0. Therefore, by considering (3.8b), the following
condition can be ensured,
0 = Ds1fs   1









 1DTs1 is the pseudo inverse of Ds1 and its existence is guaranteed
since Ds1 has a full column rank. Moreover, to prevent division by zero in implementing
(3.6), we have used a continuous approximation for the discontinuity of 1, denoted by
eq1 by adding a small positive number  to the denominator of 1 as given above.
Furthermore, considering equation (3.13), we also obtain:
0 = g(T 1h)fa + f   2
Hence, the estimate of the actuator fault can be obtained from
f^a = g(T




where we have used the sigmoid function as an approximation of 2.
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Note that in (3.19), the term  f represents the upper bound of the uncertainties,
unmodeled dynamics and disturbances in the system. We should emphasize that in the
presence of large uncertainties and disturbances, even though the estimation accuracy
is degraded, the observers would still maintain their overall stability property.
However, measurement noise,uncertainties and disturbances can inuence and af-
fect the estimated fault severity. Therefore, a thresholding mechanism is required to
robustly declare a fault. One can use the Monte Carlo simulation in selecting the proper
choice of the thresholds.
3.4 The Active Fault Accommodation Methodology
The idea of fault recovery in this work, is to use the result of fault estimation obtained
from the observer blocks. The controller reconguration scheme is presented in Figure
3.1.
Firstly, we investigate the stability of the closed-loop system, in the faultless sce-
nario and review the stability proof from [97]. Next, the proposed fault accommodation
strategy is stated. Thereupon, we will investigate the stability of the closed-loop system
with the proposed fault accommodation scheme in the presence of simultaneous sensor
and actuator faults. Finally, a comparative study is provided to evaluate tracking perfor-
mance with and without the proposed fault accommodation methodology as compared













Figure 3.1: The schematic of the proposed active fault reconguration scheme
Inverse dynamics is a popular method for trajectory tracking in systems governed
by EL equations. In this method, two loops should be designed. In the inner loop, the
nonlinearity of the system is canceled using inverse dynamics and in the outer loop the
tracking controller is designed for the resulting linear system [97]. Figure 3.2 illustrates
the inverse dynamics control structure.
For a rigid body, governed by (1.23), the inner loop controller is in the form of:
 = M(x1)aq + Cco(x1; x2)x2 +G(x1) (3.20)
Since the inertia matrix is invertible, this control input results in the following closed-
loop dynamic equation:





















Figure 3.2: The schematic of inverse dynamics control scheme [97]
The closed-loop system dynamics (3.21) is linear, therefore many well dened con-
trol techniques exist to stabilize the system. Let us dene xd(t), _xd(t), and xd(t) as
desired position, velocity and acceleration of the system, respectively. Hence, aq can be
dened follows:
aq = xd(t) K0~x K1 _~x (3.22)
where ~x = x1   xd, _~x = x2   _xd(t), K0 and K1 are diagonal matrices corresponding to
position and velocity gains, respectively. This controller is basically a PD control with
feedforward acceleration. Substituting (3.22) into (3.21), the closed-loop error dynamics
can be obtained as follows:
~x(t) +K1 _~x+K0~x = f
This error equation is clearly a stable system for all positive K0 and K1 in the
presence of smooth, bounded and relatively small uncertainties.
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 1(x1)(( + fa)  Cco(x1; x2)x2  G(x1)) + f
(3.23)
y = Cx+Dsfs (3.24)
In the presence of sensor and actuator faults, we can use the results of the proposed
observers and accommodate the controller such that the eects of faults is reduced. To
compensate the eect of the faults in the system, the scheme illustrated in Figure 3.1
is proposed. In this methodology, estimated values of the sensor and actuator faults
obtained from SMOs are used.
Basically, in order to realize the control signal, we need to nd the correct state val-
ues from the faulty measured output. From (1.26), which describes the output equation
of our system, we can obtain:
x = C 1(y  Dsfs) (3.25)
In (3.25), fs is unknown. Therefore, the estimation of the sensor fault found in (3.18),
can be used to estimate the correct values of the states. Hence, the estimated state can
be given by:
x^ = [x^T1 x^
T
2 ]
T = C 1(y  Dsf^s) (3.26)
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In this work, we propose the following control input:
 = M(x^1)aq + Cco(x^1; x^2)x^2 +G(x^1)  f^a (3.27a)
aq = xd(t) K0(x^1   xd(t)) K1(x^2   _xd(t)) (3.27b)
The following theorem concerns the stability of the closed-loop system using the above
control input.
Theorem 3.2. Consider the closed-loop system illustrated in Figure 3.1, where the plant
is an EL system modeled by (3.23)-(3.24) aected by simultaneous sensor and actuator
faults, the observers are given in (3.3) and (3.4), and the control input is given by (3.27).
Then, Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the control reconguration scheme can maintain the
closed-loop system stability in the presence of simultaneous sensor and actuator faults.
Proof. Before getting into the details of the proof, we present an outline:
 Step 1: Given (3.18) and (3.19), rst we can easily show that the estimates of
actuator and sensor faults are bounded.
 Step 2: We show that the closed-loop error dynamics can be expressed as linear
dynamics subject to a nonlinear term consisting uncertainties and faults.
 Step 3: Considering the properties of EL systems, We show that the nonlinear
term mentioned above is bounded by position and velocity tracking errors. Then
we conclude that the tracking error is bounded in presence of bounded actuator
and sensor fault estimation errors.
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 Step 4: Having shown the boundedness of tracking error, we can infer that the
estimated actuator and sensor faults converge to their respective true values in
nite time.
Based on the outline above, we have the following steps in our proof:
 Step 1: First, considering (3.18) and (3.19), we can see that the estimation of
sensor and actuator faults obtained from the observers are always bounded with the
upper bounds 1 and 2 for sensor and actuator faults, respectively. In other words,
since in the estimation of the sensor and actuator faults we have the observation error
over is magnitude, even if the stability of the observers is compromised, the fault es-
timation signals sent to the controller and therefore aect the closed-loop stability, is
bounded. Moreover, based on Assumption 2, the actual sensor and actuator faults are
also bounded. Hence, we can conclude that fa   f^a and fs   f^s are bounded.
Hence, in the rst place, if we use x^ = C 1(y  Dsf^s) as the estimation of states
of the system, we have:
x = x  x^ = C 1Ds(fs   f^s) (3.28)
Therefore, it can be easily seen, that x, which represents state estimation error, is
bounded.
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 Step 2: Based on [101], we dene H(x1; x2) = Cco(x1; x2)x2. Moreover, substi-
tuting the control input (3.27a) into (3.23) results in:
M(x1) _x2 = M(x^1)aq + (H(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2)) (3.29)
+ (G(x^1) G(x1)) + (fa   f^a) + f
Now by adding and subtracting the term M(x1)aq to the right hand side of (3.29), we
obtain:
M(x1)( _x2   aq) =  (3.30)
where
 = (M(x^1) M(x1))aq + (H(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2)) (3.31)
+ (G(x^1) G(x1)) + (fa   f^a) + f
Then, by substituting aq from (3.27b) into(3.30) and considering (3.28), the tracking
error dynamics of the closed-loop system in the presence of simultaneous sensor and
actuator faults can be expressed as follows:
~x(t) +K1 _~x+K0~x = M(x1)
 1 +  =  (3.32)
where
 = K1x2 +K0x1 (3.33)
Now, similar to the analysis given in [102], we dene the following transfer functions
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It can be easily seen that both transfer functions are stable and their corresponding
L1 gains are bounded. Therefore, we can write
k~xkT1 = a1kkT1 (3.36)
k _~xkT1 = a2kkT1 (3.37)
where a1 and a2 are bounds on operators M and N respectively, and k:kT1 denotes the
L1 norm at truncated time T . From (3.36) and (3.37), we can conclude that  2 L1
results in ~x; _~x 2 L1.
 Step 3: Using a similar approach to that given in [102], we can show that 
is bounded by the position and velocity tracking errors and under some reasonable
conditions on system parameters, both position and velocity tracking errors are bounded.
Towards this end, let us consider each term of  and .
First, considering Property 2, we can conclude that the inertia matrix is bounded
and therefore the matrix M(x1)
 1 is bounded as well.
Then, let us consider the rst term in  which is (M(x^1)  M(x1))aq. This term
also contains inertia matrix. Since inertia matrix is containing trigonometric functions
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such as sine and cosine function, both M(x^1) and M(x1) and therefore their dierence
are bounded.
Moreover, aq, which is dened in (3.27b) consists of three terms itself. The rst
term xd(t) is a bounded term, since this term represents the desired bounded accelera-
tion. The other two terms are clearly bounded by position and velocity errors. Hence,
in overall, for the rst term of , we have:
k(M(x^1) M(x1))aqk  11 + 21k~xk+31k _~xk (3.38)
where is are scalars constant.
Moreover, the third term of , which is (G(x^1) G(x1)), is also bounded based on
Property 3 and can be expressed as:
k(G(x^1) G(x1))k  12 (3.39)
The forth and fth terms of  which are (fa   f^a) + f , are also bounded based
on the reasoning given in Step 1 and can be expressed as:
k(fa   f^a) + fk  13 (3.40)
However, in order to analyze the second term, we need to consider (3.28) in order
to express x^ = x + x. Therefore, we can rewrite (H(x^1; x^2)  H(x1; x2)), as (H(x1 +
x1; x2 + x2)   H(x1; x2)). Thereupon, using Taylor series expansion for the term
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H(x1 + x1; x2 + x2) at (x1; x2), we have:




















(x1; x2)x1x2 +H:O:T  H(x1; x2)
Since the Coriolis matrix consists of quadratic terms of the velocities, we can
conclude that in H:O:T , the higher order derivatives with respect to velocities are equal
to zero and the higher order derivatives with respect to positions are sine and cosine
functions. Since, x1 and x2 which are state estimation errors dened in (3.28) are
bounded, the upper bound of H(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2) can be expressed as follows:
kH(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2)k  14 + 22k~xk+32k _~xk+4k _~xk2 (3.42)
Furthermore, the term  in (3.32) which is dened in (3.33) is bounded, since x1
and x2 are bounded and K1 and K2 are constant matrices. Therefore, we have:
kk  15 (3.43)
Now, by substituting (3.38), (3.39), (3.40), (3.42), and (3.43) in (3.32), we can
write:
kk  1 + 2k~xk+3k _~xk+4k _~xk2 (3.44)
where, 1 = 11+12+13+14+15, 2 = 21+22, and 3 = 31+32. Next, combining
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To determine a closed region on magnitude plane where bounds the position and ve-
locity errors, the two quadratic expressions in (3.45) and (3.46) should intersect. There-
fore, if we equate (3.45) and (3.46), another quadratic expression is found which should
have two real roots.This condition is equivalent to have positive discriminant which leads
to the following inequality:
a12 + a23 + 2a2
p
14  1 (3.47)
Note that, in (3.47), a1 and a2 are the design parameters. Hence, by proper
selection of K0 and K1, this inequality can be satised.
Therefore, if (3.47) is satised, position and velocity tracking errors are bounded
and we have ~x 2 L1 and _~x 2 L1
 Step 4: Once the boundedness of the states is guaranteed, we can conclude that
the observers introduced in (3.3) and (3.4) have bounded inputs w2, w3, and  . Based
on the analysis given in Section 3.2, the states of the SMO given in (3.3) and (3.4)
converges to the true values of system states in nite time.
Therefore, the estimated values of sensor and actuator faults converge to their
corresponding actual values in nite time. once the true values of the faults have been
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obtained and fed back to the inverse dynamics controller (3.27), the following tracking
error dynamics is obtained which clearly represents a stable linear dynamics subject to
bounded input.
~x(t) +K1 _~x+K0~x = M(x1)
 1f (3.48)
3.5 Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance of our proposed fault detection, isolation and estimation
strategy, a set of simulations are performed below on an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
(AUV) modeled by EL equations as in (1.23). In this simulation, the dynamic equations
represent the lateral motions of an AUV with three actuators, the numerical parameters
of which are adopted from [103]. The state variables for lateral motions are considered
as X = [x y  _x _y _ ]T , where x and y denote body position coordinates in an
Earth-xed reference frame and  denotes the Euler angle coordinates, corresponding
to the rotation about the z axis in the same reference frame. The input vector  is also
dened as the torque applied to the AUV. The corresponding numerical value of the
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0 0  (80:041v + 0:0139r)
0 0 80:026u
80:041v + 0:0139r  80:026u 0
37777775 (3.51)
where u and v denote the linear velocity expressed in the Earth-xed frame in the x
and y directions, respectively. Moreover, r denotes the angular velocity expressed in the
body-xed frame.
Furthermore, the output matrix given by C = I6, and the sensor fault distribution
matrix is given by Ds = [0   1 0 0 1 0]T .
Corresponding to the above AUV model, the matrix S0 associated with the output
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redenition matrix is obtained as follows:
S0 =
26666666666666666664
1:43 0 0 0 0 0
0 1:07  0:26 0 0:07 0:74
0  0:26 1:74 0 0:74  0:25
0 0 0 1:43 0 0
0 1:15  0:15 0 1:15  0:15
0  0:15  0:25 0  0:15 1:56
37777777777777777775
(3.52)
Using this matrix, we have:
S0C = S0 (3.53)
S0Ds = [0   1 1 0 0 0]T (3.54)
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Therefore, the matrix S1 and T are obtained according to:
S1 =
26666666666666666664
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0  0:1243  0:4863
0 0 1 0  0:6305 0:0996
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0





1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1  0:1533 0 1 0
0 0  0:1750 0 0 1
37777777777777777775
(3.56)
Moreover, the following matrix for Tu is selected according to (2.17), (2.32) and (2.33):
Tu =
26666666666666666664
1 0 0  5:0791  0:0003  0:0003
0 1 0  0:0004  6:9364  6:9364
0 0 1  0:0003  8:7428  8:7428
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0




In simulations conducted below, the zig-zag maneuver is considered which is a standard








Moreover, the sensor faults are modeled according to:
fs =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
0; t < 40;
(0:3t)  12; 40  t < 50;
3; t  50.
(3.59)
Considering the sensor fault distribution matrix Ds, the measurement of x2 and x5 are
subjected to faults occurring at t = 40second. Thereafter, the sensor faults are followed
by the actuator faults modeled as additive bias where fa = [fa1 fa2 fa3]
T described
in (3.60) to (3.62). In this scenario, the rst, second and third actuators become faulty
at t = 45second, t = 55second, and t = 65second, respectively .
fa1 =
8>><>>:
0; t < 45;




0; t < 55;





0; t < 65;
0:01; t  65.
(3.62)
Using the proposed methodology, the fault estimation results are illustrated in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The results given in these gures illustrate that the sensor and ac-
tuator faults are successfully estimated utilizing our proposed method. As can be seen,
the estimated faults show the zero error during the fault free interval (i.e., t  40second
in Fig. 3.3 and t  45second in Fig. 3.4 ). At the instant that the fault is injected
and starts to build up, the estimators promptly react and estimate the true value of the
fault in negligible transient time.
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(a) The result for position sensor 2.
Time (seconds)



















(b) The result for velocity sensor 2.


























(a) The result for actuator 1.
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(b) The result for actuator 2.
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(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 3.4: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation: the actual and estimated values
of fa.
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However, it should be noted that, the fault estimation results will be aected by
the measurement noise, modeling uncertainties and disturbances. Therefore, to evaluate
the performance of the proposed fault detection and isolation strategy, a Monte Carlo
simulation was performed. We have run the simulation for 40 times. The uncertainty
and disturbances used in the simulation is modeled by f in dynamic model (1.24). In
this simulation, since the plant is an AUV, the disturbance is considered as the ocean
current, the details of which is presented in Section 1.4.1. The initial condition for the
dynamics of the disturbance (1.20) is set to [1 1 0]T .
Moreover, the measurement noise is considered as a band-limited white noise with
normal distribution and power (height of power spectral density) of 0.01. The results
are represented graphically as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
(a) The result for position sensor 2. (b) The result for velocity sensor 2.
Figure 3.5: The result of Monte Carlo simulations performed for proper threshold setting for
sensor fault estimation.
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(a) The result for actuator 1. (b) The result for actuator 2.
(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 3.6: The result of Monte Carlo simulations performed for proper threshold setting for
actuator fault estimation.
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fa1 fa2 fa3 fs1 fs2
0.4 0.45 0.0004 0.25 0.26
Table 3.1: Fault detection thresholds found using Monte Carlo simulations
Monte Carlo simulation can be used to obtain a proper threshold level based on
the property of the noise and uncertainty in the system. The suggested threshold level
for each channel is given in Table 3.1. Hence, any faults with severity greater than the
threshold level is detectable. We can see that the threshold for each fault in each channel
is dierent. Monte Carlo simulation results conrm this fact.
However, if the amplitude of the noise and the disturbance are increased by 10%,
then the accuracy of the proposed methodology can be evaluated by another Monte
Carlo simulation, the result of which is presented in the Confusion matrix given in Table
3.2. The rows of this array show the location of the injected fault, whereas the columns
indicate the location of the estimated faults. For instance, the rst row shows that out
of 40 times that the rst actuator was faulty, 34 times the fault was properly isolated
while in 6 other simulations the location of the fault was mistakenly determined.
Moreover, in Figure 3.7 and 3.8 sensor and actuator fault estimation results are
given in the presence of measurement noises, respectively. It can be seen that both faults
are also estimated correctly.
In the next simulation, a comparative study has been performed to evaluate the
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f^a1 f^a2 f^a3 f^s1 f^s2
fa1 34 1 3 0 2
fa2 1 32 1 3 3
fa3 0 0 38 1 1
fs1 0 1 1 34 4
fs2 0 0 1 2 37
Table 3.2: The confusion matrix resulting from Monte Carlo simulations
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(a) The result for position sensor 2.
Time (seconds)



















(b) The result for velocity sensor 2.
Figure 3.7: Simulation results for sensor fault estimation in the presence of measurement noises:
the actual and estimated values of fs.
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(a) The result for actuator 1.
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(b) The result for actuator 2.
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(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 3.8: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation in the presence of measurement
noises: the actual and estimated values of fa.
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performance of the FDIE methodology proposed in this work and that of [60]. It is
worth mentioning that in the previous work on estimation of simultaneous sensor and
actuator faults for nonlinear system [60], the nonlinearity is just considered as a Lipschitz
additive term. Moreover, the input matrix was slao assumed to be linear. However,
for Euler-Lagrange system the input matrix is also nonlinear. Therefore, to apply this
methodologies for EL systems, the input matrix needs to be linearized. Figure 3.9-Figure
3.12 compares the performances of the two FDIE schemes, in the presence of faults with
dierent severities. It can be seen that linearization signicantly degrades estimation
accuracy and detection sensitivity. In other words, if the fault amplitude decreases, the
accuracy and sensitivity of our nonlinear approach vs the methodology proposed in [60]
become more clear. One the other hand, our proposed methodology uses the nonlinear
input matrix which is natural to be computationally expensive. However, the complexity
is due to the nonlinear nature of the approach and there is no added complexity.
Furthermore, the results of fault recovery scheme are illustrated in Figure 3.13-
3.14.
From these gures, we can see that in the presence of faults, zero steady state
error is not obtainable if the controller is not recongured. However, using the online
recovery methodology proposed in this work, the results are signicantly improved and
smaller tracking error is obtained. As demonstrated in the gures, the convergence is
smooth i.e. with reasonable settling time and small overshoot.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(a) The result for actuator 1.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(b) The result for actuator 2.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 3.9: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation using the proposed method vs.






















Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(a) The result for actuator 1.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(b) The result for actuator 2.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 3.10: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation using the proposed method vs.





















Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(a) The result for actuator 1.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(b) The result for actuator 2.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 3.11: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation using the proposed method vs.
























Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(a) The result for actuator 1.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(b) The result for actuator 2.
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Estimation of fault using the linearized input matrix
Estimation of fault using our proposed methodoly
(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 3.12: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation using the proposed method vs.
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(a) Tracking error along x
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(b) Tracking error along y
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(c) Tracking error along  
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(a) Tracking error along _x
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tracking error with control reconfiguration
tracking error without control reconfiguration






(b) Tracking error along _y
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Tracking error without control reconfiguration









(c) Tracking error along _ 




Using the results of Chapter 2, which lead to decoupling the eects of sensor and actuator
faults, in this chapter two SMOs have been presented for sensor and actuator fault
estimation and reconstruction. The resulting fault estimation has used to recongure
the controller. Finally, the mathematical proof of stability for the coupled controller,
observers and nonlinear plant has been investigated.
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Chapter 4
The Proposed Active Fault-Tolerant
Control Strategy Using Sliding
Mode Controller and Observer
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the new methodology for active fault-tolerant scheme is proposed. The
methodology presented in this chapter diers from that proposed in Chapter 3 in its
fault-tolerant control mechanism. In fact, a SMC approach is used for fault-tolerant
control and the SMO observer designed for actuator fault estimation is also omitted. The
actuator fault estimation instead can be obtained using the result of the sliding mode
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controller. Hence, sliding mode observer is replaced by sliding mode controller which
leads in better control performance without compromising fault estimation performance.
The transformation proposed in Chapter 2 is used such that the eect of the
sensor and actuator faults are decoupled and the system is divided into two subsystems.
However, in this chapter the sliding mode observer is only designed for the rst subsystem
such that the sensor fault can be estimated using this sliding mode observer. Thereafter,
the result of the sensor fault estimation is now fed in to the sliding mode controller. The
schematic of the new fault estimation and fault-tolerant control scheme is illustrated in
Figure 4.1,
PlantSliding Mode Control










Figure 4.1: The schematic of the proposed active fault tolerant control scheme
The novelty of the FTC approach presented in this chapter as compared to the one
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introduced in Chapter 3 is that in this chapter using sliding mode control, nite time
zero tracking error is guaranteed while using the approach presented in the previous
chapter only bounded tracking error is possible.
Moreover, by analyzing the sliding term of the controller, the estimation of the
actuator fault is also possible. Therefore, in this chapter, a methodology is proposed
using which not only the estimation of the sensor and actuator faults is guaranteed but
a better tracking performance is also possible.
This chapter will be presented in the following sequence:
 First, using the results of Chapters 2 and Section 3.2, the transformation and
sliding mode observer for Subsystem 1 and hence sensor fault estimation is given.
 Then, the active fault-tolerant control scheme is introduced. In this scheme, the
results of the sensor fault estimation is used in the control strategy. Moreover the
controller has a sliding term such that it can compensate the eect of the actuator
fault in the closed-loop system. Finally, mathematical proof of stability for the
pair of robust controller/observer is provided.
 Next, from analyzing the control input signal, the estimation of the actuator fault
can be obtained.
 In the nal section of this chapter, the simulation results are presented.
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4.2 Fault Decoupling and Sensor Fault Estimation
Consider the Euler-Lagrange equations introduced in (1.25)-(1.26). It is shown in Chap-
ter 2 that there exist the state transformation T and output redenition S such that
the original system can be represented as two subsystems such that each subsystem
is aected by one type of fault only. Theses transformations have been introduced in
(2.4). Moreover, in order to estimate the sensor fault from the rst subsystem, a set of
exo-state z has been presented such that the sensor fault appears as an unknown input
in the state space representation of the system. Thereupon, solving the corresponding
LMI feasibility conditions, the transformation Tu were presented for the rst subsystem
and consequently, the original system is decoupled as shown below.
Subsystem 1: 8>>>><>>>>:
_q1 = Aq1q1 + Aq2q2 + h2




 1h) + f + g(T 1h)( + fa)
w2 = C4h2
In this chapter, we design an observer for Subsystem 1 and consequently estimate
the sensor fault only. In order to estimate the sensor fault, the sliding mode observer
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introduced in Section 3.2 can be used. This observer has been presented in (3.3).8>>>>><>>>>>:
_^q1 = Aq1q^1 + Aq2w3 + C
 1
4 w2
_^q2 = Aq3q^1 + Aq4q^2 + L1(w3   w^3) + 1
w^3 = q^2
As presented in Section 3.2, L1 should be chosen such that Aq4   L1 is Hurwitz and 1





kP02eq2k ; if eq2 6= 0
0; otherwise
Using the result of Theorem 3.1, it can be concluded that for any q(0) and q^(0), there
exists 1 such that q^ converges to q in nite time.
Consequently, using this observer the sensor fault can be reconstructed with the
methodology explained in details in Section 3.3. Therefore, the estimation of the sensor






In brief, up to this stage, we decoupled the system into two subsystems, each of
which is only aected by one type of faults. Then, an observer is designed for Subsystem 1
which is only aected by sensor fault. Therefore, the sensor fault estimation is obtained.
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4.3 The Active Fault-Tolerant Control Scheme





 1(x1)(( + fa)  Cco(x1; x2)x2  G(x1)) + f
y = Cx+Dsfs
Once more, let us dene H(x1; x2) = Cco(x1; x2)x2. Therefore, the system equation




 1(x1)(( + fa) H(x1; x2) G(x1)) + f
(4.3)
y = Cx+Dsfs (4.4)
Now, consider xd, _xd and xd as the desired position, velocity an acceleration tra-
jectory, respectively. Hence, for Euler-Lagrange system, the following control input is
proposed:
 = M(x^1)aq +H(x^1; x^2) +G(x^1) (4.5a)







kvk ; if v 6= 0
0; otherwise
(4.6)
and x^ = C 1(y Dsf^s). Moreover, f^s is the estimation of the sensor fault coming from the
sliding mode observer. Further, K0 and K1 are positive diagonal matrices corresponding
to position and velocity gains. The control signal v and the corresponding weight 2 in
sliding term 2 will be dened later throughout the proof of the following theorem which
constitutes the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the closed-loop system illustrated in Figure 4.1, where the plant
is an EL system modeled by (3.23) aected by simultaneous sensor and actuator faults,
the observer is given in (3.3), the control input is given in (4.5) and (4.6). Then,
under Assumptions 1 and 2, the proposed fault-tolerant control scheme can maintain the
closed-loop system stability in the presence of simultaneous sensor and actuator faults.
Proof. The outline of the proof is stated rst:
 Step 1: Given sensor fault estimation structure (3.18), we show that the estimates
of sensor faults are bounded.
 Step 2: Considering the properties of EL systems, we show that the closed-loop
error dynamics can be expressed as linear dynamics subject to the terms bounded
by position and velocity tracking errors.
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 Step 3: Design the sliding term 2 (see (4.6)) in terms of nonfaulty part of the
measurement only.
 Step 4: The closed-loop system stability can be inferred by Lyapunov's direct
method.
 Step 5: Using the results of Theorem 3.1, the convergence of estimated sensor
faults to their respective true values is concluded in nite time.
In sequel, the details of the proof is presented:
 Step 1: The boundedness of the sensor fault estimation is clear from (3.18), as
also discussed in Chapter 3.
 Step 2: First, substitute the control input (4.5a) into system equation (3.23):
8>>>><>>>>:
_x1 = x2 (4.7a)
_x2 = M
 1(x1)((H(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2)) + (G(x^1) G(x1))+ (4.7b)
M(x^1)aq + fa) + f
Multiplying both sides of (4.7b) by M(x1) yields in:
M(x1) _x2 = (H(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2)) + (G(x^1) G(x1)) + (4.8)
M(x^1)aq + fa +M(x1)f
Now, by adding and subtracting M(x^1) _x2 to the right hand side of (4.8), we will
get:
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M(x^1)( _x2   aq) = (H(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2)) + (G(x^1) G(x1)) + (4.9)
(M(x^1) M(x1)) _x2 + fa +M(x1)f
Then, by substituting aq from (4.5b) into (4.9) we will obtain:
~x+K1 _~x+K0~x = F +M
 1(x^1)fa   2 (4.10)
where ~x = _x2   xd, _~x = x2   _xd and ~x = x1   xd. Moreover we have:
F = M 1(x^1)((H(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2)) + (G(x^1) G(x1)) (4.11)
+(M(x^1) M(x1)) _x2 +M(x1)f) + (K1x2 +K0x1)
In (4.11), x1 and x2 are the terms appear due to the sensor fault estimation
error:
x = x^  x (4.12)
= C 1(y  Dsf^s)  C 1(y  Dsfs)
= C 1Ds(f^s   fs)
As discussed in details in Chapter 3, since fs is bounded based on Assumption 2
and f^s is bounded based on (3.18), we can conclude that x dened in (4.12) is bounded
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as well.
Dening the tracking error vector as eTt = [ _~x
T ~xT ], we have:
_et = Atet +
2664 0
F +M 1(x^1)fa   2
3775 (4.13)




In addition, as mentioned before 2 is the sliding term. In order to guarantee the
stability of the closed-loop system using the sliding mode controller, the knowledge of the
upper bound of the terms F and fa are required. Towards this end, let us investigate the
terms in F given in (4.11). Following similar analysis and discussion given in Chapter 3
we have:
kH(x^1; x^2) H(x1; x2)k < 11 + 21k~xk+31k _~xk+4k _~xk2 (4.14)
k(G(x^1) G(x1))k < 12 (4.15)
k(M(x^1) M(x1)) _x2k < 32k _~xk (4.16)
kM(x1)fk < 13 (4.17)
kM(x^1)(K1x2 +K0x1)k < 14 (4.18)
kM 1(x^1)fak < 15 (4.19)
Hence, in overall we can conclude that, there exist positive scalar 1, 2 and 3
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such that:
kF +M 1(x^1)fak < 1 + 2ketk+3ketk2 (4.20)
On the other hand, by dening B =
2664 0m
Im
3775, we can restate (4.13) as follows:
_et = Atet +B(F +M
 1(x^1)fa   2) (4.21)
Now, let us multiply both sides of (4.13) by the transformation T introduced in
(2.4). As discussed in Chapter 2, the transformation T is introduced to decouple the





eh = Tet, the tracking error dynamics in the transformed representation will be given
by:
_eh = TAtT
 1eh +B(F +M 1(x^1)fa   2) (4.22)
 Step 3: To proceed further, we rst state the following Kalman-Yakubovich
Lemma.
Lemma 4.1. (Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov Lemma) Let Z(s) = C(sI A) 1B+D
be a p  p transfer function matrix, where A is Hurwitz, (A;B) is controllable, and
(A;C) is observable. Then, Z(s) is strictly positive real if and only if there exist a
positive denite symmetric matrix P , matrices W and L and a positive constant " such
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that:
PA+ ATP =  LTL  "P (4.23)
PB = CT   LTW (4.24)
W TW = D +DT (4.25)
Our objective is to design the robustifying term 2 in terms of eh2 only (the error
corresponding to Subsystem 2 (see (2.13) and (2.14))), since eh1 is contaminated by
sensor faults. Hence, we dene Ch = [0m; C4].
Now, since T is a similarity transformation, Ah = TAtT
 1 is Hurwitz as well.
Moreover, given the fact that the state feedback does not change the controllability, the
pair (At; B) is controllable. Furthermore, considering the format of the transformation
T in (2.11), it is clear that TB = B. Note that, controllability is also invariant un-
der similarity transformation T . Hence, we can conclude that the pair (Ah; B) is also
controllable. On the other hand, the observability of the fully actuated EL system is
guaranteed from either full position or full velocity measurement or any full rank combi-
nation of them. Hence, given the full rank condition on C4, we can infer the observability
of the pair (Ah; Ch).
Given that Ah is Hurwitz, (Ah; B) is controllable, and (Ah; Ch) is observable we
can apply the above Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov (KYP) lemma to our EL system, i.e.
for given Q = QT > 0, we can nd positive denite matrix P such that:
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AThP + PAh =  Q (4.26)
PB = CTh (4.27)
Note that, the structure of B and CTh reveals that each element of the underlying
transfer matrix possesses relative degree one. Since, Ah is Hurwitz, by proper selection
of K0, K1, T and S the SPR condition required for KYP lemma can be satised.
 Step 4: Now, consider the following Lyapunov function:
V = eThPeh (4.28)
where P is positive denite matrix with proper dimension satisfying (4.26) and (4.27).
The derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate along the trajectory of the system
(4.22) is given by:
_V =  eThQeh + 2eThPB(F +M 1(x^1)fa   2) (4.29)
Then, by invoking KYP Lemma (PB = CTh ), one can get:
_V =  eThQeh + 2eThCTh (F +M 1(x^1)fa   2) (4.30)
=  eThQeh + 2(C4eh2)T (F +M 1(x^1)fa   2) (4.31)
Thereupon, in the sliding term expressed in (4.6), we dene:
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2(et; t) > 1 + 2ketk+3ketk2 (4.32)
v = C4eh2 (4.33)
Therefore, by substituting the sliding term 2 from (4.6) into (4.31) we have:
_V =  eThQeh + 2vT (F +M 1(x^1)fa   2(eh1; t)
v
kvk) (4.34)
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the second term of (4.34) can be expressed
as:
2vT (F +M 1(x^1)fa   2(et; t) vkvk)   2(et; t)kvk+kvk(F +M
 1(x^1)fa)
= kvk(F +M 1(x^1)fa   2(et; t)) (4.35)
Since kF +M 1(x^1)fak< k2k, we can get:
_V   eThQeh (4.36)
We can conclude that eh and hence et converge to zero. The convergence of et
results in the boundedness of ~x and _~x which in turn leads us to the boundedness of the
system states, i.e. x1 and x2 2 L1.
 Step 5: Given the boundedness of the system states, stability and convergence
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of SMO are guaranteed based on the result of Theorem 3.1. Hence the sensor fault
estimate f^s converges to its true value in nite time.
Moreover, in steady state when observation and the tracking error converge to
zero, (4.10) can be expressed as:
0 = f +M 1(x^1)fa   2 (4.37)
Hence, the estimate of the actuator fault can be obtained from:
f^a = M(x^1)
 1(eq2   f) (4.38)
where eq2 is the sigmoid function approximation of 2. Then, we can write the estimate






Note that in (4.39),  f represents the upper bound of the uncertainties, unmodeled
dynamics and disturbances in the EL system. We should emphasize that in the presence
of large uncertainties and disturbances, even though the estimation accuracy decreases,




To evaluate the performance of our proposed fault accommodation and estimation strat-
egy, a set of simulations are performed below on the autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) modeled by EL equations as in (1.23). The numerical values of the parameters
are given in (3.49) to (3.51). Moreover, with the same model, we will have the same
transformations given in (3.52) to (3.57). In simulations conducted below, the sensor
faults, their distribution matrices, actuator fault and the ocean current model are the
same scenario given in (3.59) to (1.20).
The fault estimation results are illustrated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The results given
in these gures illustrate that the sensor and actuator faults are successfully estimated
by our proposed method. As can be seen, the estimated faults show an error of zero
during the fault free interval (i.e., t  40 in Fig. 3.3 and t  45 in Fig. 3.4 ). On the
event that the faults starts to build up, the estimator promptly reacts and estimate the
true value of the fault with a reasonable settling time.
However, it should be noted that, the fault estimation results will be aected by
the measurement noise, modeling uncertainties and disturbances. Therefore, to evaluate
the performance of the proposed fault detection and isolation strategy, a Monte Carlo
simulation was performed. We have run the simulation for 30 times. The uncertainty
and disturbances used in the simulation are modeled by f in dynamic model (1.25).
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(a) The result for position sensor 2.
Time (seconds)




















(b) The result for velocity sensor 2.
Figure 4.2: Simulation results for sensor fault estimation: the actual and estimated values of
fs.
In Monte Carlo simulations, the disturbance for the AUV is considered as the ocean
current, the details of which are given at (1.20). Moreover, the measurement noise is
considered as a band-limited white noise with normal distribution and power (height
of power spectral density) of 0.01. The results are represented graphically as shown in
Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
Monte Carlo simulation can be used to obtain a proper threshold level based on
the property of the noise and uncertainty in the system. The suggested threshold level
for each channel is given in Table 4.1. We can see that the threshold for each fault in
each channel is dierent. Based on the Monte Carlo simulation results, any actuator
fault greater the dened threshold value in the table is detectable.
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(a) The result for actuator 1.
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(b) The result for actuator 2.
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(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 4.3: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation: the actual and estimated values
of fa.
fa1 fa2 fa3 fs1 fs2
0.17 0.35 0.0004 0.12 0.13
Table 4.1: Fault detection thresholds found using Monte Carlo simulations
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(a) The result for position sensor 2. (b) The result for velocity sensor 2.
Figure 4.4: The result of Monte Carlo simulations performed for proper threshold setting for
sensor fault estimation.
Moreover, in Figure 4.6 and 4.7 the simulation results in the presence of measure-
ment noise are given. In the simulation, the output measurement was contaminated by
white noise with the property given before.
Figure 4.6 shows that the sensor fault estimation is still possible by employing our
proposed methodology in the presence of measurement noise. Similarly, the actuator
fault estimation in the presence of measurement noise is also depicted in Figure 4.7. It
can be seen that the actuator fault is also estimated successfully.
Furthermore, the results of fault-tolerant control scheme are illustrated in Figure
4.8 to 4.9. From these gures, we can see that in the presence of faults, zero steady
state error is obtainable using the proposed fault accommodation strategy. As shown in
the gures, a smooth and fairly fast convergence is exhibited.
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(a) The result for actuator 1. (b) The result for actuator 2.
(c) The result for actuator 3.



























(a) The result for position sensor 2.
Time (seconds)




















(b) The result for velocity sensor 2.
Figure 4.6: Simulation results for sensor fault estimation in the presence of measurement noises:
the actual and estimated values of fs.
To evaluate the performance of the fault-tolerant control strategies proposed in
this thesis, a comparative simulation has been performed. In Chapter 3 a fault-tolerant
control strategy (FTC1) based on both sensor and actuator fault reconstruction has been
presented. Simulation results showed a good performance in the presence of noises and
disturbances with fairly moderate magnitude. The aim of the following simulation study
is to compare the performance of FTC1 to that of the fault-tolerant control strategy
presented in this chapter (FTC2) which is based on sensor fault reconstruction and
sliding mode controller, in the presence of large disturbances. The following scenario is
considered for the nal set of simulations:
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(a) The result for actuator 1.
Time (seconds)
























(b) The result for actuator 2.
Time (seconds)




















(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 4.7: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation in the presence of measurement
noises: the actual and estimated values of fa.
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(a) Tracking error along x
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(b) Tracking error along y
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(c) Tracking error along  
Figure 4.8: Simulation results using robust FTC approach for position tracking error
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(a) Tracking error along _x
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(b) Tracking error along _y
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(c) Tracking error along _ 








K0 = I3 (4.41)
K1 = I3 (4.42)
dc(0) = [4; 10; 0]T (4.43)
The rest of the parameters including fault signals are the same of those given in Section
3.5. The results of fault estimations are shown in Figure 4.12 to 4.13 for FTC1 and
FTC2, respectively. As can be seen, sensor fault estimation is intact whereas the result
of actuator fault estimation is deteriorated due to the presence of large disturbances.
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(a) The result for position sensor 2.
Time (seconds)



















(b) The result for velocity sensor 2.
Figure 4.10: Simulation results for sensor fault estimation using FTC1 in the presence of large
disturbances: the actual and estimated values of fs.
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(a) The result for actuator 1.
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(b) The result for actuator 2.
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(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 4.11: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation using FTC1 in the presence of
large disturbances: the actual and estimated values of fa.
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(a) The result for position sensor 2.
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(b) The result for velocity sensor 2.
Figure 4.12: Simulation results for sensor fault estimation using FTC2 in the presence of large
disturbances: the actual and estimated values of fs.
Since reconguration scheme in FTC1 is based on fault estimations, any actuator
fault estimation error directly results in a poor tracking performance. However, the
fault-tolerant control strategy presented in this chapter (FTC2) is based on a robust
SMC in which the actuator fault estimation error is accounted for. Figure 4.14 and 4.15
illustrate the tracking error for both fault-tolerant schemes. It can be observed that the
results obtained by using FTC2 are superior than those obtained by using FTC1.
4.5 Conclusion
Using the same decoupling methodology presented in Chapter 2, a robust fault-tolerant
control scheme has been introduced in this chapter based on sliding mode controller. In
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(a) The result for actuator 1.
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(b) The result for actuator 2.
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(c) The result for actuator 3.
Figure 4.13: Simulation results for actuator fault estimation using FTC2 in the presence of
large disturbances: the actual and estimated values of fa.
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Tracking error corresponding to FTC1
Tracking error corresponding to FTC2
(a) Tracking error along x
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Tracking error corresponding to FTC1
Tracking error corresponding to FTC2
(b) Tracking error along y
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Tracking error corresponding to FTC1
Tracking error corresponding to FTC2
(c) Tracking error along  
Figure 4.14: Simulation results for position tracking error using FTC1 vs. FTC2
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Tracking error corresponding to FTC1
Tracking error corresponding to FTC2
(a) Tracking error along _x
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Tracking error corresponding to FTC1
Tracking error corresponding to FTC2
(b) Tracking error along _y
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Tracking error corresponding to FTC1
Tracking error corresponding to FTC2
(c) Tracking error along _ 
Figure 4.15: Simulation results for velocity tracking error using FTC1 vs. FTC2
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this approach, only the sensor fault estimation is fed back to the controller in order to
correct the faulty measurement. However to deal with actuator faults, a robust sliding
mode controller has been used. As a result, the tracking performance is preserved in
the presence of actuator faults. Finally, the actuator faults have been reconstructed by
using the controller sliding surface.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter concludes the thesis and provides some suggestions for further research.
5.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the problem of fault estimation and accommodation for Euler-Lagrange
systems subject to sensor and actuator faults has been addressed.
Towards this end, rst an output redenition and state transformation have been
introduced such that the eects of the sensor and actuator faults are decoupled. Using
these transformations, the system was decomposed into two subsystems, such that the
rst subsystem aected by sensor faults and second subsystem aected by actuator
faults only. Consequently, a procedure based on two LMI feasibility conditions has been
proposed to nd such transformations. The result of this fault decoupling transformation
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has been used in subsequent chapters to develop two novel FDIE and FTC strategies.
In the rst scheme, two sliding mode observers have been used to reconstruct the
sensor and actuator faults, separately, the result of which are fed back to the controller
to compensate the eect of faults. The mathematical proof of stability for coupled con-
troller, observers and nonlinear plant has been demonstrated as well. Simulation results
performed on a 3DOF AUV modeled with EL equations were presented to demonstrate
the eectiveness of the proposed FDIE and FTC methodologies.
In the second scheme, the same decoupling transformations have been used. How-
ever, sliding mode observer was utilized for sensor fault only. The results of sensor fault
reconstruction have been employed to recongure the controller and rectify the eect of
sensor faults. However, to deal with actuator faults, a robust sliding mode controller is
used, as a result of which zero tracking convergence and actuator fault estimation are
possible. The stability proof as well as a comparative study performed on the same AUV
model have been presented to evaluate the performance of the two proposed methodolo-
gies.
5.2 Future Work
In this work, it was assumed that a full-state measurement is available. However, the
presented transformations can be still applied under output measurements, provided
that underlying assumptions are satised. We have proposed an analytical procedure
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using LMI technique to nd these transformations for the case of full state measurement.
Hence, an analytical procedure similar to that proposed in this thesis can be sought to
nd such transformations for general output feedback scenario. In this case, it should be
noted that reducing the number of measurement will reduce the sensor and equipment
expenses, however the number of detectable faults will be limited as well. Thereupon, if
the transformation can be obtained for this case, a new output feedback fault tolerant
control strategy can also be considered in future as the extension to this study.
Moreover, after decoupling the eect of sensor and actuator faults using the coordi-
nate and output transformations, other types of observers or estimation techniques such
as adaptive approaches or unknown input observer techniques can be applied as well.
Further, other fault tolerant control schemes for closed-loop system may be required,
since the observer and controller are coupled in this nonlinear system.
In this research, fault estimation and fault tolerant control strategy are designed
for nonlinear systems governed by Euler-Lagrange equations. The study of using the
proposed transformations, fault estimation and/or fault tolerant control for broader
classes of nonlinear systems subject to simultaneous sensor and actuator fault may be
an interesting topic for future research.
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